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There is generally a need to deal with quality change and new goods in the consumer price
index due to the underlying dynamic item universe. Traditionally axiomatic tests are defined
for a fixed universe. We propose five tests explicitly formulated for a dynamic item universe,
and motivate them both from the perspectives of a cost-of-goods index and a cost-of-living
index. None of the indices that are currently available for making use of scanner data satisfies
all the tests at the same time. The set of tests provides a rigorous diagnostic for whether an
index is completely appropriate in a dynamic item universe, as well as pointing towards the
directions of possible remedies. We thus outline a large index family that potentially can
satisfy all the tests.
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1. Introduction

The failure to take full account of quality change and new goods is one of the important

sources of the potential bias of the consumer price index (CPI). See for example CPI

Manual. By convention the term ‘quality change’ pertains to situations where new

products, models, services and so on are compared to the old items they are deemed to

replace, whereas new goods are thought of as wholly new types of items, such as when

microwave ovens were first introduced in the market. The cause of the problems is thus the

same, namely, the item universe of the CPI is dynamic such that one needs to compare the

prices of different sets of items over time.

In recent years, greater uses are made of scanner data, where one has access to the

average transaction price and quantity of each item (identified by the Global Trade Item

Number, GTIN) over the period of data collection. A key research question is how to make

use of the quantity data that have become available below the level of elementary

aggregation. Explicit replacement of the old items by the new ones for matched price

comparisons becomes exceedingly resource demanding, if applied to all the available

items. The hedonic methods are often infeasible due to the lack of characteristics data. The

research is active at the moment regarding index formulae that are only based on the price

and quantity data. See for example Chessa et al. (2017), Dalén (2017), Diewert and Fox

(2017), Zhang et al. (2017). However, there is currently a lack of consensus on how to

evaluate them. While the choice of index formula may not seem to have a big impact on

certain consumption segments, including food (e.g., Chessa et al. 2017; Zhang et al. 2017),
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the choice does matter in many other situations, such as when there is a high item churn

rate, and/or where the prices of goods undergo strong decline during their respective life

spans. See for example Chessa et al. (2017) for some relevant empirical evidence on men’s

t-shirts and television.

The test approach provides a valuable theoretical framework for index numbers, in

addition to the economic and stochastic approaches. However, the traditional axiomatic

tests (Fisher 1922; CPI Manual 2004, chap. 16) are all defined for a fixed item universe.

Tests for multilateral index have been considered for international comparisons; see, for

example Diewert (1999) and Balk (1996, 2001). These tests have been adapted in terms

of price and quantity comparisons over time (ABS 2016), though without addressing

the issue that the universe is actually dynamic over time. None of the major multilateral

methods considered in ABS (2016) passes all the tests.

In this article, we propose five tests explicitly formulated for a dynamic item universe.

The tests will be motivated both from the perspectives of a cost-of-goods index (COGI)

and a cost-of-living index (COLI). As mentioned in paragraph 16.2 of the CPI manual,

“different price statisticians may have different ideas about which tests are important [...]”

Moreover, there is generally the possibility that a test (or axiom), which otherwise seems

attractive, may be in conflict with the principles of another theoretical approach to index

numbers. Therefore, the plausibility of a test is clearly strengthened if it can be motivated

from both the COGI and COLI perspectives.

Notice that definition of a COGI in a dynamic item universe is not evident. According to

Schultze and Mackie (2002), COGI “measures the change in expenditures required by a

household to purchase a fixed-weight basket of goods and services when prices change

between some initial reference period and a subsequent comparison period”, whereas

COLI “measures the change in expenditures a household would have to make in order

to maintain a given standard of living”. Accordingly, we shall maintain that a COGI is

calculated based on a fixed-weight basket of items despite the fact that the item universe is

dynamic over time, regardless of how one settles the choice of the items to be included

in such a fixed basket.

The proposed tests will be applied to the indices for scanner data, which have so far

received the most attention. These include the Geary-Khamis (GK) index (Geary 1958;

Chessa 2016), the generalised unit value (GUV) index family (Dalén 2001; De Haan 2001;

Auer 2014), the weighted geometric means (WGM) index family including the time

product dummy (TPD) index (De Haan and Krsinich 2014), and the Gini-Eltetö-Koves-

Szulc (GEKS) index (Ivancic et al. 2011). It is shown that none of them satisfy all five tests

at the same time. We will outline a large index family, which includes the GUV index

family as a subclass in general and the Fisher index as a special case of bilateral index in a

fixed item universe. As will be explained, this family of indices can potentially satisfy all

the tests, thus providing impetus for future research.

Overall, extending the test approach to a dynamic universe has at least three

advantages. (i) Formulating explicit tests strengthens the rigour of investigation, because

a test result is dichotomous by construction whereas an empirical comparison may be

inclusive on its own. (ii) It can help to clarify certain conceptual ambiguities. For

instance, transitivity can obviously prevent chain drifting in a fixed universe. However,

as we shall discuss in Subsection 2.3, a rigorous definition of transitivity is impossible in
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a dynamic universe. The proposed tests can help to articulate the intuition against chain

drifting and to avoid an index method that suffers from chain drifting. (iii) Where an

index fails a test, it points to the direction in which the index can possibly be improved.

For instance, it will be shown that the bilateral GK index fails the responsiveness test T5

in general.

The rest of the article is organised as follows. In Section 2, the necessary notations and

concepts are introduced, following which the tests are defined and explained, including

a discussion of why some other seemingly obvious tests are not included in the proposal.

In Section 3 the tests are applied to the indices mentioned above. Finally, an index family

is outlined in Section 4 which potentially can satisfy all the tests, and a few concluding

remarks are given in Section 5.

2. Tests for a Dynamic Item Universe

2.1. Notations

Let us formally introduce the notations and terms that are necessary for a dynamic item

universe. Consider a given item universe in period t, denoted by Ut ¼ {1; 2; : : : ;Nt},

which constitutes a subset (or sector) of the entire CPI item universe. For instance, Ut

may refer to all food and non-alcoholic beverages sold at supermarkets, or all personal

computers sold at electro warehouses, and so on. Notice that generally we allow the

items to be specific for an outlet or chain. For example, the same mobile phone model

sold at two different outlets can be treated as two different items. Assume that one has

available the unit value price pt
i and the transaction total vt

i, for each i [ Ut, where

vt
i ¼ pt

iq
t
i and qt

i denotes the transaction quantity of the item. Note that the unit value

price refers to the average transaction price of an item in the period t, where the actual

transaction price may change over the period. Denote the set of quantities by qðUtÞ ¼

qt
i; i [ Ut

� �
and the set of prices by pðUtÞ ¼ pt

i; i [ Ut

� �
. Denote all the data from

period t by

Dt ¼ DðUtÞ ¼ {pðUtÞ; qðUtÞ; Ut}:

Denote by ðU0;UtÞ the comparison universe, for which we seek a price index from 0 to

t, denoted by P0,t. We refer to 0 as the base period and t the statistical (or current) period.

Denote by URð0;tÞ ¼ {Ur; r [ R} the reference universe, where R is the set of reference

periods involved, and the notation URð0;tÞ emphasises the dependence of R on the

comparison universe – we may suppress (0, t) whenever such an emphasis is unnecessary.

We consider price indices that are functions of the data DR ¼ DðURÞ ¼ {Dt; t [ R},

which can be given as

P0;t ¼ f ðDRÞ: ð1Þ

Two choices of the reference universe UR are most immediate, that is

RB ¼ {0; t} and URB
¼ U0 < Ut;

RM ¼ {0; 1; : : : ; t} and URM
¼ U0 < U1 < · · · < Ut;
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where RB implies direct comparison between 0 and t, for example December 2014 (0) and

July 2015 (t), and RM implies all the periods from 0 to t, for example December 2014 to

July 2015. An index based on the reference universe URB
is referred to as a bilateral index;

it is multilateral otherwise.

We notice that, when 0 is fixed as t moves forward, the choice of RM above

corresponds to using a fixed base expanding window. It is, of course, possible to use

another reference set, such as a rolling window of fixed length counting backwards from

t, which includes period 0. Moreover, the definition of reference universe formally

covers the use of chained index, for example when t moves beyond a year-length

window into the next one. We do not discuss chained index explicitly in the sequels,

because a chained index would fail a test if any part of the chain fails that test.

Finally, unless otherwise noted, one may keep in mind the reference universe RM

above when reading this article, because the conclusions then also hold for other

choices of RM.

2.2. The Tests

In this subsection we formulate five tests for a dynamic item universe, and motivate them

from both the COGI and COLI perspectives. Note that in the case of fixed item universe

and R ¼ RB, both the tests T1 and T2 reduce to well-known tests for a fixed item universe.

However, more generally, U0 ¼ Ut represents the special case where a dynamic universe

may sometimes return to the same state of affairs, even when Ur – U0 ¼ Ut for all

r – 0, t. By the tests T1 and T2 we require that a dynamic-universe index should not then

have counter-intuitive properties.

Let U0t ¼ U0 > Ut be the persistent item universe at 0 and t, and Utn0 ¼ UtnU0 the

set of birth items and U0nt ¼ U0nUt that of the death items. The item universe is (always)

fixed if Ut ¼ U0 ¼ U0t for any t – 0, in which case Utn0 ¼ U0nt ¼ Y; it is dynamic

otherwise.

Identity test (T1) If U0 ¼ Ut and p0
i ; pt

i for all i [ U0, then P 0,t ¼ 1.

Since the item universe is the same at 0 and t, so must be the items eligible for a COGI,

when the comparison universe is ðU0;UtÞ. Thus, despite the changes of item universe that

take place between the two time points, where t . 1, the identity test can be motivated for

a COGI. Now that all the prices are the same at 0 and t, a COGI index must necessarily be

1, regardless of how the reference quantities of the goods are calculated. Therefore, a

cost-of-goods index should satisfy the identity test. Next, consider a COLI. Let V 0;t ¼P
i[Ut

qt
ip

t
i=
P

i[U0
q0

i p0
i be the ratio of total expenditures. Under the stipulated setting, it is

obviously possible to maintain the same utility without changing the total expenditure.

Thus, insofar as V 0,t – 1, all the change in expenditure must be attributed to the change

in utility but not prices, under the assumption of rational consumer behaviour. A COLI

should therefore be equal to 1.

Despite the item universe varies at other points than 0 and t, an index that satisfies the

identity test is said not to drift in this situation, which can be used to examine for example,

a multilateral index. We notice that chain drift is often contrasted with transitivity.

However, as will be discussed in Subsection 2.3, we find it difficult to define a transitivity
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test for a dynamic item universe. For the moment the identity test T1 is the only test we

have with respect to chain drift.

Fixed basket test (T2) If U0 ¼ Ut and q0
i ; qt

i for all i [ U0, then P0,t ¼ V 0,t.

The test is obvious for a COGI. It can easily be satisfied by any bilateral COGI.

Otherwise, in a dynamic universe, one may have qr
i – q0

i , for 0 , r , t, so that the item

reference quantity can differ from q0
i ¼ qt

i, and a fixed basket-of-goods index may not be

equal to V 0,t. It follows that, in order for a COGI to satisfy T2, one may need to avoid the

use of multilateral indices. The test T2 is readily motivated for a COLI. Given the

quantities qðUtÞ are actually the same as qðU0Þ, no utility adjustment of V 0,t is needed, and

a COLI at the observed utility is equal to V 0,t.

Upper bound test (T3) If U0 # Ut, and pt
i # p0

i for all i [ U0, then P0,t # 1.

That is, the item universe may be constant if U0 ¼ Ut or strictly expanding if U0 , Ut,

and the price of each persistent item is the same or reduced, that is pt
i # p0

i for all

i [ U0t ¼ U0. The proof is rooted in the economic theory of Preferences. Basically, the

premises of test T3 set up a situation which guarantees that a consumer can maintain their

utility without increasing the total expenditure. Given this is the case, the intuition is that

any rational change of consumption can only occur because the consumer has found a

better utility-cost ratio, as the choices increase with the expanding item universe. The

arguments are given below in details.

Firstly, suppose substitution does not occur, in which case qt
i ¼ q0

i for all i [ U0 and

qt
i ¼ 0 for all i [ Utn0, even if Utn0 is nonempty. The actual comparison universe reduces

then to U0t, so that the test T2 applies, yielding P0;t ¼ V 0;t # 1 under the stipulated

setting. Next, suppose substitution occurs only among the persistent items, i.e., qt
i ¼ 0 for

i [ Utn0 and qt
i – q0

i for some i [ U0t. Substitution can be accounted for from the

perspective of COLI. Given the actual qt
i; i [ U0t

� �
and the corresponding utility at t, it

cannot cost less for the same qt
i; i [ U0t

� �
at 0 since pt

i # p0
i for all i [ U0t. It follows that

a COLI must be less than or equal to 1. Finally, suppose substitution also involves the

items in Utn0. Let ~qt
i; i [ U0t

� �
be a hypothetical set of persistent items that would have

yielded the same utility as the actual qt
i; i [ Ut

� �
. Owing to rational behaviour, the

expenditure of ~qt
i; i [ U0t

� �
at t cannot be less than the actual expenditure of

qt
i; i [ Ut

� �
; whereas the expenditure of ~qt

i; i [ U0t

� �
at 0 cannot be less than that at t. It

follows again that a COLI must be less than or equal to 1.

Lower bound test (T4) If Ut # U0, and pt
i $ p0

i for all i [ Ut, then P0;t $ 1.

That is, the item universe may be constant or strictly shrinking, and the price of each

persistent item is the same or increased. Firstly, suppose substitution does not occur,

in which case qt
i ¼ q0

i for all i [ U0t and qt
i ¼ 0 for all i [ U0nt. Then, the comparison

universe reduces to U0t, and the test T2 applies, yielding P0;t ¼ V 0;t $ 1 under the

stipulated setting. Next, suppose substitution occurs only among the persistent items.

Given any actual qt
i; i [ U0t

� �
and the corresponding utility at t, it cannot cost more for

the same qt
i; i [ U0t

� �
at 0 since p0

i # pt
i for all i [ U0t. It follows that a COLI must be

greater than or equal to 1. Finally, suppose substitution also involves the items in U0nt. Let

~q0
i ; i [ U0t

� �
be a hypothetical set of persistent units that would have yielded the same
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utility as the actual q0
i ; i [ U0

� �
. The expenditure of ~q0

i ; i [ U0t

� �
at 0 cannot be less

than the actual expenditure of q0
i ; i [ U0

� �
; whereas the expenditure of ~q0

i ; i [ U0t

� �
at t

cannot be less than that at 0. It follows again that a COLI must be greater than or equal to 1.

Under the setting of test T3, there exists a clear downwards trend of the prices of

persistent items. We should have P0;t # 1 even if this leads to an increase of expenditure,

that is V 0;t . 1. Under the setting of test T4, there exists a clear upwards trend of the prices

of persistent items. We should have P0;t $ 1 even if the price increase causes the

expenditure to drop, that is V 0;t , 1.

It is possible to formulate two somewhat sharper versions of the tests T3 and T4,

respectively, according to which P0;t can possibly deviate from 1 in a particular direction

depending on whether the item universe is expanding or shrinking, when all the prices of

persistent items remain the same. These are thus clearly the implications of the fact that the

item universe is dynamic.

Test t3 If U0 , Ut and p0
i ¼ pt

i for all i [ U0, then P 0,t # 1.

Test t4 If Ut , U0 and p0
i ¼ pt

i for all i [ U0, then P0;t $ 1.

Responsiveness test (T5) For U0 – Ut, P0;t should not always reduce to f ðD0tÞ, where

D0t ¼ DðU0tÞ.

That is, one should not always be able to reduce a COGI to a fixed-basket index, where

the basket items only consist of the persistent items. This is necessary for any COGI that,

in principle, can be applied to a dynamic item universe; whereas one should not always be

able to reduce a COLI to f ðD0tÞ, since it must allow for substitution that involves the birth

and death items.

One can formulate a sharper version of the test T5, where p0
i ¼ pt

i for all i [ U0t.

According to T1, we have then P0;tðD0tÞ ¼ 1, which is the price index of the persistent

item universe U0t. Any P0;t that is always equal to 1, regardless of DðUtn0Þ or DðU0ntÞ, is

not responsive.

Test t5 For U0 – Ut, if p0
i ¼ pt

i for all i [ U0t, then P0;t cannot always be equal to 1,

regardless of DðUtn0Þ and DðU0ntÞ.

2.3. Discussion

The proposed tests are certainly not the only ones possible. However, we have not included

any other tests here for several reasons. Firstly, it would have made little difference to

include a test that is easily satisfied, an example of which is the time reversal test. Next,

some tests seem no longer relevant given the birth and death items. The quantity reversal

and price reversal tests are two such examples. Moreover, we have excluded some familiar

tests and only retained a sharper version of them. An example is the proportionality test.

Since the proportionality test implies the identity test T1, the latter is sharper than the

former, in the same sense that the test t3 is sharper than T3. Finally, there may be

additional concerns that make a test difficult to formulate. An example is the transitivity

test, as we discuss below.

Conceptually, an index is transitive if P0;t ¼ P0;rPr;t for any r – 0, t, provided all the

three indices in the form of (1) are calculated in the same way, which generally involves
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three different reference universes URð0;tÞ, URð0;rÞ and URðr;tÞ when the item universe is

dynamic. Now, a motivation for transitivity is to prevent chain drifting, when chaining is

used to alleviate the difficulty one would encounter in making direct price comparisons

between U0 and Ut, where Utn0 and U0nt may be non-negligible in size compared to U0t.

However, in order to verify whether or not chain drifting is the case, one must compare the

chained index to the direct index that could have been calculated between 0 and t. Thus,

one cannot avoid running into the same difficulty that has motivated the chaining in

the first place. To push the difficulty to the logical extreme, suppose U0 > Ut ¼ Y, i.e.,

the item universe is completely renewed. What are the conditions of non-drifting, or

transitivity, in this case?

From a more pragmatic point of view, the GEKS index has been adapted for temporal

price comparisons (Ivancic et al. 2011), as a means to achieve transitivity, provided

P0;r are well-defined and time reversible for any 0 , r # t. However, international

comparisons have a fixed reference set of countries (or regions), and are symmetric in the

sense that any two countries are eligible for comparison. The temporal extension has a

direction and is ever-changing. Regarding the direction of time, it seems counter-intuitive

to require P0;rPr;t ¼ P0;t, for an arbitrarily chosen period r, where r , 0 or r . t.

Regarding the changing reference set, the GEKS index P0;t calculated at t will generally

differ to P0;t calculated at t0, for t0 . t. It follows from both accounts that in reality the

disseminated GEKS index is nevertheless intransitive – see Subsection 3.4 for details.

3. Application

The test results are summarised in Table 1. We show that the constant-value adjustment of

the GK index, which is necessary in the context of international comparisons involving

different currencies, results in unresponsiveness if R ¼ RB. Dropping the constant-value

adjustment yields the modified GK (MGK) index, which is a member of the GUV index

family. We consider also the WGM index family, which includes the TPD index as a

special case in a dynamic universe and the Törnqvist index as a special case in a fixed

universe. Finally, we discuss the GEKS index, which can use any bilateral time-reversible

index as its component.

Table 1. Summary of test results.

Identity Fixed-basket Upper-bound Lower-bound Responsiveness

GK Yes if RB Yes Yes Yes No if RB

No if RM

GUV Yes if RB Yes Yes Yes No if RB and in
(MGK) No if RM Setting of t3

(or t4)

WGM Yes if RB No Yes Yes No if RB and in
(TPD) No if RM Setting of t3

(or t4)

GEKS No No No No Yes
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3.1. The GK Index

Deflating a constant-value reference-price quantity index yields the GK index:

P
0;t
GK ¼ V 0;t=Q0;t and Q0;t ¼

i[Ut

X
piq

t
i=

i[U0

X
piq

0
i ; ð2Þ

pi ¼
r[Ri

X pr
i

P0;r
qr

i=
r[Ri

X
qr

i ; ð3Þ

where the observed price pr
i is adjusted to a constant-value price by P0;r, and Ri contains

the periods at which the item i is in the market.

The GK index given by (2) and (3) does not satisfy the identity test T1 except when

R ¼ RB, in which case pi ¼ p0
i ¼ pt

i. Next, it satisfies the fixed-basket test T2 since

Q0;t ¼ 1. Thirdly, it satisfies the upper bound tests T3 and t3, provided pt
i # pi # p0

i by

(3), such that

Q0;t ¼

X
j[U0

pjq
t
j þ
X

j[Utn0

pt
jq

t
j

X
j[U0

pjq
0
j

$

X
j[U0

pt
jq

t
j þ
X

j[Utn0

pt
jq

t
j

X
j[U0

p0
j q0

j

¼ V 0;t:

Moreover, it satisfies the lower bound tests T4 and t4, since we then have Q0;t # V 0;t.

When it comes to the test T5, below we give a proof that the bilateral GK index is

generally unresponsive. Previously, Geary (1958) pointed out that for spatial comparison

with a matched commodity universe between two countries, the GK index reduces to a

fixed weights price index, where the weight of a commodity is given by the harmonic

means of its quantities in both countries. As we now demonstrate, the same result holds

even when the two universes are not completely matched. In the present notation, the

bilateral GK index can be given as E0=Et, which together with the reference prices satisfy

the following linear system

pi ¼

E0

p0
i q0

i

q0
i þ qt

i

þ Et

pt
iq

t
i

q0
i þ qt

i

if i [ U0t

E0p0
i if i [ U0nt ¼ U0nU0t

Etp
t
i if i [ Utn0 ¼ UtnU0t

8
>>>>><

>>>>>:

Er ¼
i[Ur

X
piq

r
i=

i[Ur

X
pr

i q
r
i for r ¼ 0; t:

That the GK index reduces to a matched-universe index can be seen in the following:

i[Ut

X
pt

iq
t
i

 !

Et ¼ E0

i[U0t

X p0
i q0

i

q0
i þ qt

i

qt
i

 !

þ Et

i[U0t

X pt
iq

t
i

q0
i þ qt

i

qt
i þ

Utn0

X
pt

iq
t
i

0

@

1

A

) Et

i[U0t

X q0
i qt

i

q0
i þ qt

i

pt
i

 !

¼ E0

i[U0t

X q0
i qt

i

q0
i þ qt

i

p0
i

 !

:
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3.2. The GUV Index Family

Removing the constant-value adjustment via P0;r in (3), one may let

pi ¼
r[Ri

X
pr

i q
r
i=

r[Ri

X
qr

i : ð4Þ

By (2) this yields the Lehr index (Lehr, 1885, 39) as a bilateral index in a fixed universe,

and a modified GK (MGK) index in a dynamic universe. More generally, replacing (4) by

any suitable pi yields a family of GUV indices:

P
0;t
GUV ¼

X
i[Ut

pt
iq

t
i=
X

i[Ut

piq
t
iX

i[U0

p0
i q0

i =
X

i[U0

piq
0
i

¼ V 0;t=QRP; ð5Þ

where QRP ¼
P

i[Ut
piq

t
i=
P

i[U0
piq

0
i can be formulated as a reference-price (RP) quantity

index. Auer (2014) emphasises the interpretation of pi as an adjustment factor which

transforms the transaction quantities q0
i ; q

t
i

� �
into the “intrinsic-worth units” ~q0

i ; ~q
t
i

� �
,

where ~qr
i ¼ piq

r
i for r ¼ 0, t. What then matters to the resulting index is only the relevant

ratios pi/pj for any i – j. As pointed out by Dalén (2001), if hedonic regression is used, the

factor pi could be determined based on the difference in characteristics between the item

and the numeraire (or chosen reference item). In this way the GUV index family can

incorporate the hedonic approach.

The test results for the GUV index are similar to the GK index except for the

responsiveness. It does not satisfy the identity test T1 except when R(0, t) ¼ RB. It

obviously satisfies the fixed-basket test T2. It satisfies the upper bound tests T3 and t3,

provided pt
i # pi # p0

i for i [ UR. Similarly, it satisfies the lower bound tests T4 and t4

provided p0
i # pi # pt

i for i [ UR. However, the bilateral GUV index fails the

responsiveness test t5 only in the settings of tests t3, where pi ¼ p0
i ¼ pt

i for i [ U0 and

pi ¼ pt
i for i [ Utn0 due to R ¼ RB, such that

Q 0;t ¼

X
i[Ut

qt
ipi

X
i[U0

q0
i pi

¼

X
i[Ut

qt
ip

t
iX

i[U0

q0
i p0

i

¼ V 0;t and P
0;t
GUV ¼ 1;

regardless of DðUtn0Þ. Similarly in the setting of test t4.

3.3. The WGM Index Family

A WGM index does not have a direct connection to the expenditure ratio V 0,t in general.

Like the GUV index, it employs a reference price pj, for j [ UR, and is given by

P
0;t
WGM ¼

Q
i[Ut

pt
i=pi

� �wt
i

Q
i[U0

p0
i =pi

� �w0
i

¼

Q
i[Ut

pt
i

� �wt
i

Q
i[U0

p0
i

� �w0
i

0

@

1

A=

Q
j[Ut

p
wt

j

j

Q
j[U0

p
w0

j

j

0

@

1

A; ð6Þ

with the weights
P

i[Ut
wt

i ¼ 1 and
P

i[U0
w0

i ¼ 1. When R ¼ {0; t} and U ¼ U0 ¼ Ut,

setting w0
j ¼ wt

j ¼
1
2

�
q0

j p0
j =
P

i[Uq0
i p0

i þ qt
jp

t
j=
P

i[Uqt
ip

t
i

�
reduces (6) to the Törnqvist
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index. The TPD index (De Haan and Krsinich 2014) is given by

pj ¼
r[Rj

Y pr
j

P0;r

� � wr
jP

b[Rj
wb

j and wr
j ¼

qr
j p

r
jX

i[Ur

qr
i p

r
i

:

Fattore (2010) considers the axiomatic properties of the geo-logarithmic family (GLF) of

indices. The GLF index is a special case of the WGM index, with fixed universe U0 ¼ Ut

and the same weights at both periods 0 and t, i.e., wi ¼ w0
i ¼ wt

i, where wi can depend on

data at both 0 and t.

The WGM index (6) does not satisfy the identity test T1 except when Rð0; tÞ ¼ RB, since

otherwise one can not ensure pj ¼ p0
j ¼ pt

j in a dynamic universe. It generally does not

satisfy the fixed-basket test T2 due to the lack of direct connection to V 0,t. It satisfies the

upper bound test T3, provided pt
i # pi # p0

i , such that

P
0;t
WGM ¼

i[Ut

Y
pt

i=pi

� �wt
i

0

@

1

A
i[U0

Y
pi=p0

i

� �w0
i

0

@

1

A # 1:

Similarly, it satisfies the lower bound test T3, provided p0
i # pi # pt

i. Under the settings

of tests t3 and t4, we have P
0;t
WGM ¼ P

0;t
WGMðD0tÞ ¼ 1, provided pj ¼ p0

j ¼ pt
j, such that it

satisfies these tests while failing the responsiveness test t5 at the same time.

3.4. The GEKS Index

Provided Rð0; tÞ ¼ RM and t $ 2, the GEKS index from 0 to r, for 0 , r # t, is given by

P
0;r
GEKS ¼

Yt

s¼0

P0;sPs;r

 ! 1
tþ1

¼ ðP0;rÞ2

s–0;r

Y
P0;sPs;r

0

@

1

A

1
tþ1

: ð7Þ

For any r , t, it involves indirect comparisons via the periods outside {0; : : : ; r}. For

example, if t ¼ 2 and r ¼ 1, we have P0;1 ¼ ððP0;1Þ2P0;2P2;1Þ
1
3 where both P0;2 and P2;1

are only available in period 2 but not period 1. Therefore, in practice, the disseminated

GEKS index, denoted by P̂
0;r

GEKS is always the one with r ¼ t in (7). It is intransitive since,

for any 0 , r , t,

P̂
0;t

GEKS ¼ ðP0;tÞ2

0,s,t

Y
P0;sPs;t

0

@

1

A

1
tþ1

¼ ðP0;tÞ2P0;rPr;t

0,s,t;s–r

Y
P0;sPs;t

0

@

1

A

1
tþ1

– P̂
0;r

GEKSP̂
r;t

GEKS ¼ ðP0;rÞ2

0,s,r

Y
P0;sPs;r

0

@

1

A

1
rþ1

ðPr;tÞ2

r,s,t

Y
Pr;sPs;t

 ! 1
t2rþ1

;

where the set of reference periods is Rð0; tÞ ¼ {0; 1; : : : ; t} for P̂
0;t

GEKS, it is Rð0; rÞ ¼

{0; 1; : : : ; r} for P̂
0;r

GEKS and Rðr; tÞ ¼ {r; r þ 1; : : : ; t} for P̂
r;t

GEKS, according to the default
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choice of RM. For example, for t ¼ 2, the three GEKS indices are intransitive, where

P̂
0;2

GEKS ¼ ððP
0;2Þ2P0;1P1;2Þ

1
3
; P̂

0;1

GEKS ¼ ððP
0;1Þ2Þ

1
2
¼ P0;1;

P̂
1;2

GEKS ¼ ððP
1;2Þ2Þ

1
2
¼ P1;2:

It is, of course, possible to use a different RM, such as a 13-month window that moves

with t. But the GEKS remains intransitive, because P0;r calculated with RM ¼ {r 2 12;

r 2 11; : : : :; r} is different from P0;r calculated with RM ¼ {t 2 12; t 2 11; : : : ; t},

provided t 2 12 # 0 , r , t.

The components in (7) can be any bilateral time-reversible index. Now that the

reference universe of the GEKS index by definition cannot be URB
for t . 1, it generally

does not pass any other tests than the responsiveness test T5.

4. A Reference-Quantity-Price Index Family

None of the indices considered in Section 3 satisfies all the five tests proposed in this

article. Two observations seem worth noting. First, a multilateral index generally does not

satisfy the identity test T1 nor the fixed-basket test T2. However, we do not therefore

conclude that a bilateral index is preferable to a multilateral index in practice, since none

of them are perfect and it is possible to compensate for a small shortcoming in one respect

with better properties in others. Second, there is a tension between the bound tests t3 and t4

on the one hand, and the responsiveness test t5 on the other hand. As a potential means to a

resolution, we outline below a large index family, which includes the GUV index family as

a subclass. Let

P
0;t
RQP ¼ P

0;t
RQ

� 	12a

P
0;t
GUV

� 	a
; ð8Þ

where a is a constant of choice, for 0 # a # 1, and P
0;t
GUV is given by (5), and the

reference-quantity index P
0;t
RQ is given by

P
0;t
RQ ¼

i[U0<t

X
qip

t
i=

i[U0<t

X
qip

0
i ; ð9Þ

where U0<t ¼ U0 < Ut, and qi is a reference-quantity for i [ U0<t. We shall refer to (8) as

the reference-quantity-price (RQP) index. It reduces to a GUV index if a ¼ 1.

Provided 0 , a , 1, an RQP index makes use of both reference quantities qi and

reference prices pi. The expression (8) shows it as a weighted geometric mean of two price

indices. It can equally be expressed as deflating the expenditure ratio V 0,t by a weighted

geometric mean of two quantity indices Q
0;t
RP and V 0;t=P

0;t
RQ, i.e.,

P
0;t
RQP ¼ V 0;t= Q

0;t
RP

� 	a
V 0;t=P

0;t
RQ

� 	12a

 �
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In particular, at a ¼ 0.5, the RQP index can be considered to generalise the Fisher index,

defined in the special case of U ¼ U0 ¼ Ut ¼ U0<t and Rð0; tÞ ¼ RB. That is,

P
0;t
L P

0;t
P ¼ P

0;t
L V 0;t=Q

0;t
L ¼ P

0;t
P V 0;t=Q

0;t
P ;

where P
0;t
L is the Laspeyres price index given as P

0;t
RQ with qi ¼ q0

i , and P
0;t
L is the Paasche

price index given as P
0;t
RQ with qi ¼ qt

i, and Q
0;t
L is the Laspeyres quantity index given as

Q
0;t
RP with pi ¼ p0

i , and Q
0;t
P is the Paasche quantity index given as Q

0;t
RP with pi ¼ pt

i.

There are many possible choices for the reference price in P
0;t
GUV and the reference

quantity in P
0;t
RQ. In the existing though limited studies and practices of P

0;t
GUV , the

reference price pi is usually set to be the unit-value price of item i over the chosen

reference universe, that is calculated over the periods in which the item is available.

However, in certain situations, one may instead consider using the introductory price or

another representative price. When it comes to the reference quantity qi in P
0;t
RQ, one can

obviously extend the various arithmetic and geometric means defined for the fixed

universe. Or, one may set qi to be the ratio between the average expenditure of item i

and the reference price pi calculated for the GUV-counterpart. In particular, we believe it

will be necessary to study these questions together with the formation of homogeneous

products, which are defined at a level that is between the items identified by (GTIN,

outlet) and the elementary aggregate. However, it is beyond the scope of this paper to

address these issues.

The RQ index P
0;t
RQ satisfies obviously the identity test T1. It satisfies the fixed-basket

test T2 provided Rð0; tÞ ¼ RB. It satisfies the responsiveness test T5, as long as qi . 0 for

i [ U0<tnU0t. Moreover, it provides a means to resolve the tension between the bound

tests t3 and t4 and the responsiveness test t5. To satisfy the test t5 in the setting of the test

t3, where U0<t ¼ U0 < Utn0, p0
i ¼ pt

i for i [ U0 and qt
i . 0 for i [ Utn0, we require

P
0;t
RQ , 1. Since

P
U0

qip
t
i ¼

P
U0

qip
0
i regardless of the choice of qi for i [ U0, we needP

i[Utn0
qip

0
i .

P
i[Utn0

qip
t
i, given any choice of qi for i [ Utn0. This can be achieved by

imputing a price p̂0
i , where p̂0

i . pt
i for i [ Utn0. Provided such p̂0

i , the imputed reference-

quantity expenditure in period 0 would be higher than the reference-quantity expenditure

in period t, that is

U0

X
qip

0
i þ

Utn0

X
qip̂

0
i .

U0

X
qip

0
i þ

Utn0

X
qip

t
i ¼

U0

X
qip

t
i þ

Utn0

X
qip

t
i:

It follows that the imputed P
0;t
RQ is less than 1, which satisfies the upper bound test t3 and

the responsiveness test t5 at the same time. Similarly, the imputed RQ index P
0;t
RQ satisfies

jointly the tests t4 and t5, provided p̂t
i . p0

i for i [ U0nt.

Imputation seems a natural remedy for the RQ index because, unlike the MGK, GUV or

WGM index, it lacks otherwise a mechanism that accounts for the differing sizes of the

item universes U0 and Ut. The inclusion of
P

Utn0
qip̂

0
i or

P
U0nt

qip̂
t
i can be considered as a

means to incorporate a dynamic basket from the COGI perspective, or to align the utility

over time from the COLI perspective. In the setting of test T3, where pt
i , p0

i for at least

some i [ U0, we have
P

U0
qip

t
i ,

P
U0

qip
0
i regardless of the choice of qi for i [ U0. It

follows that the imputed P
0;t
RQ satisfies the test T3, provided any p̂0

i $ pt
i for i [ Utn0,
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including the choice of p̂0
i ¼ pt

i. Similarly, it satisfies the lower bound test T4, provided

p̂t
i $ p0

i for i [ U0nt, including the choice of p̂t
i ¼ p0

i .

The test results of the RQP index can be deduced from those of P
0;t
GUV and P

0;t
RQ. Thus,

given a judicious choice of the imputed P
0;t
RQ, it can potentially satisfy all the five tests.

5. Concluding Remarks

The proposed set of tests provide a rigorous diagnostic for whether an index can be

considered completely appropriate in a dynamic item universe, as well as pointing

towards the directions of possible remedies. The RQP index family can potentially

satisfy all the tests. It extends the GUV index family that has received much attention in

the recent years. But more research is needed regarding the imputation method and the

mixing weight a.

We reiterate that failing one or more tests does not in itself make an index unacceptable

in practice, because not exactly satisfying a test does not mean that it is not satisfied

approximately, and it is possible for an index to compensate for a small shortcoming in one

respect with better properties in others. Moreover, the test approach does not directly

provide the solutions to the many other choices one necessarily has to make in practice.

These include the use of fixed base period versus moving base and indirect measurement

of the short-term price index, the aggregation structure of the CPI including the formation

of homogeneous products, the balance between automatic item-matching and manual

intervention, the decision between bilateral and multilateral indices in a given CPI sub-

universe, and so on. For these reasons, we believe it is important, in future research, to

develop sensible empirical criteria, regarding when an index based on the unit value price

data can be considered acceptable for practical purposes.
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